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Abstract
The world of this era is totally dependent on electricity. Modern world can’t be thought
without use of electricity. This fast growing world is running ahead by technological
advancement with industrialization. In industrial automation “motor” is the main electrical
equipment used frequently. In different purpose high starting torque and low starting current
of the induction motor is the concerned fact. So improvement of performance evaluation of a
induction motor is still under experiment.
The objective of this work was to improve the starting torque and low starting current of a
three phase induction motor. The torque of the induction motor increase with the increment
of the rotor resistance. For that we took help of MATLAB.
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CHAPTER-1
Introduction of Induction Motor
1.0 Introduction:
An induction motor (or asynchronous motor) is a type of alternating current motor where
power is supplied to the rotor by means of electromagnetic induction.
An electric motor converts electrical power to mechanical power in its rotor (rotating part).
There are several ways to supply power to the rotor. In a DC motor this power is supplied to
the armature directly from a DC source, while in an induction motor this power is induced in
the rotating device. An induction motor is sometimes called a rotating transformer because
the stator (stationary part) is essentially the primary side of the transformer and the rotor
(rotating part) is the secondary side. The primary side's currents evoke a magnetic field which
interacts with the secondary side’s mmf to produce a resultant torque, henceforth serving the
purpose of producing mechanical energy. Induction motors are widely used, especially poly
phase induction motors, which are frequently used in industrial drives. Induction motor was
first produced by Tesla in 1891.
Fig1-1: 3-φ Induction Motor
The essential feature which distinguishes machine from other types of electric motors is that
the secondary currents are created solely by induction, as is a transformer instead of being
supplied by a D.C. exciter or other external power source, as in synchronous and D.C.
machines.
1.1 Advantages: Three-phase induction motor is the most commonly used motor in
industrial applications because of the advantages listed below:
1. Simple design
2. Rugged construction
3. Reliable operation
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4. Low initial cost
5. Easy operation and simple maintenance
6. High efficiency
7. Simple control gear for starting and speed control
1.2 Applications:
Induction motors are available with torque characteristics suitable for a wide variety of loads:
a) The standard motor has a starting torque of about 120 to 150 percent of full-load
torque. Such motors are suitable for most applications.
b) For starting loads such as small refrigerating machines or plunger pumps operating
against full pressure or belt conveyors, high torque motors with a starting torque of
twice normal full-load torque , or more, are used.
c) By the use of a wound-rotor with suitable controller and external resistances
connected in series with the rotor winding, it is possible to obtain any value of starting
torque upto the maximum break down torque. Such motors well adapted as constant-
speed drives for loads that have large loads to overcome at starting.
1.3 Induction Motor Construction:
An induction motor has the same physical stator as a synchronous machine, with a different
rotor construction. A typical two-pole stator is shown in Figure 1.2.It looks the same as a
synchronous machine stator. There are two main parts has an induction motor:
1) A Stationary Stator
2) A Revolving Rotor
1.3.1 A Stationary Stator:
1) Consisting of a steel frame that supports a hollow, cylindrical core
2) Core constructed from stacked lamination, having a number of evenly spaced
slot, providing the space for the stator winding
Fig 1-2: The Stator of a Typical Induction Motor, Showing the Stator or Windings
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1.3.2 A Revolving Rotor:
1) Composed of punched laminations, stacked to create a series of rotor slots,
providing space for the rotor winding
2) One of two types of rotor windings
3) Conventional 3-phase windings made of insulated wire (wound-rotor) » similar
to the winding on the stator
4) Aluminum bus bars shorted together at the ends by two aluminum rings,
forming a squirrel-cage shaped circuit (squirrel-cage).
Fig 1-3: Rotor & Rotor construction
1.4 Principle of Operation:
When 3-φ stator windings is energized from a 3-φ supply, a rotating magnetic field is set up
which rotates round the stator as synchronous speed Ns.
The rotating field passes through the air gap and cuts the rotor conductors, which at yet, are
stationary. Due to the relative speed between the rotating flux and the stationary rotor, e.m.f.s
are induced in the rotor conductors. Since the rotor circuit is short-circuited, currents start
flowing in the rotor conductors.
Fig 1-4: A 3- φ Power Supply Provides a Rotating Magnetic Field in an Induction Motor
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The current-carrying rotor conductors are placed in the magnetic field produced by the stator.
Consequently, mechanical force acts on the rotor conductors. The sum of the mechanical
forces on all the rotor conductors produces a torque which tends to move the rotor in the
same direction as the rotating field.
The fact that rotor is urged to follow the stator field (i.e., rotor moves in the direction of stator
field) can be explained by Lenz’s law. According to this law, the direction of rotor currents
will be such that they tend to oppose the cause producing them. Now, the cause producing the
rotor currents is the relative speed between the rotating field and the stationary rotor
conductors. Hence to reduce this relative speed, the rotor starts running in the same direction
as that of stator field and tries to catch it.
1.5 Types of Induction Motor:
There are two types of induction motor. They are:
1. Squirrel Cage Induction Motor
2. Wound Rotor
1.5.1 Squirrel-Cage Motor:
Almost 90% (Ninety Percent) of induction motors are squirrel-cage type, because this type of
rotor has the simplest and most rugged construction imaginable and is almost indestructible
.The rotor consists of a cylindrical core with parallel slots for carrying for rotor conductor
which, it should be noted clearly, are not wires but consist of heavy bars of copper,
Aluminum or alloys. One bar is placed in each slot, rather the bar are inserted from the end
when semi-closed slots are used. The rotor bars are brazed or electrically welded or two
heavy and shout short-circuiting end-rings. The power ratings range from one-third to several
hundred horse-power in the three phase motor. Motor of this type, rated one horsepower or
larger, cost less and start heavier loads than their single-phase counterparts.
Fig 1-5: Squirrel-Cage Rotor
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1.5.1.1 Advantages of Squirrel-Cage Motor:
1) Rugged in construction
2) Minimum maintenance
3) No slip rings, brush gears, etc
4) Trouble free performance
5) Cheaper
6) Comparatively to higher efficiency
7) Possible to obtain medium starting torque by using case rotor or deep bar rotor
8) Relatively better pull out torque and overload capacity
1.5.1.2 Disadvantages of Squirrel-Cage Motor:
1) Low starting torque
2) Higher starting current (5 to 6 time the full load current)
3) No speed control
4) Needs a stator
5) Cannot be use for loads demanding high starting torque
1.5.1.3 Application: Suitable for industrial drives of small power where speed controls is not
required such as:
 Flour mills
 Printing machinery
 Other shaft drives of small power etc.
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1.5.2 Wound-Rotor Motor:
The slip-ring motor or wound-rotor motor is a variation of the squirrel cage induction motor.
While the stator is the same as that of the squirrel cage motor, it has a set of winding on the
rotor which are not short-circuited, but are terminated to set of slip ring. These are helpful in
adding external resistors and contactors.
The slip necessary to generate the maximum torque (pull-out torque) is directly proportional
to the rotor resistance. In the slip ring motor, the effective rotor resistance is increased by
adding external resistance through the slip rings. Thus, it is possible to get higher slip and
hence, the pull-out torque at lower speed.
Fig 1-6: Wound Rotor
A particularly high resistance   can result in the pull-out torque occurring at almost zero
speed, providing a very high pull-out torque at low starting current. As the motor accelerates,
the value of the resistance can be reduced, altering the motor characteristic to suit the load
requirement. Once the motor reaches the base speed, external resistors are removed from the
motor. This means that now the motor is working as the standard induction motor.
This motor type is ideal for very high inertia loads, where it is required to generate the pull-
out torque at almost zero speed and accelerate to full speed in the minimum time current
draw.
Fig 1-7: Wound Rotor Induction Motor1.4.2.1
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1.5.2.1 Advantages of Wound-Rotor:
1) Much higher starting torque(by inserting resistance in rotor circuit)
2) Comparatively lesser starting current(2 to 3 times full load current)
3) Capable of starting with load demanding high starting torque
4) Speed control(by varying resistance in the rotor circuit
5) Can be started directly on lines(resistance in the rotor circuit acts like a starter and
reduces the starting current)
6) Speed is resistance variable over 50% to 100% full load
1.5.2.2 Disadvantages of Wound-Rotor:
1) Higher cost
2) Comparatively lower efficiency
3) Higher degree of maintenance
4) Extra losses in external resistances, specially when operated at reduced speed
5) Extra slip ring, brush gears etc
6) Higher maintenance of brushes and slip rings compared to squirrel case motor
1.5.2.3 Application: Suitable for most industrial drives of high power where starting torque
is required such as for driving:
 Line shafts
 Lifts
 Pumps
 Generators
 Winding machines
 Mills etc.
1.6. Factors Governing Performance of Induction Motors.
The operating of performance characteristics of an induction motor are governed by the
following factors/ parameters:
1. Rotor resistances;
2. Air gap length
3. Shapes of both stator and rotor slots and teeth
1.6.1 Rotor resistance :
 The rotor resistance is the most important parameter and is determined
primarily by the material used in construction and the area of cross section of
the end rings in case of a squirrel case induction motor. The commonly used
materials are copper and aluminum.
 An increase in rotor resistance affects the performance of the motor as
mentioned below:
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o With the increase in stator resistance the starting torque increases until
it attains the maximum value, after which it diminishes.
o An increase in rotor resistance reduces the starting current and
operating efficiency and causes increase in percent regulation. The
maximum torque remains unaffected because it depends upon the rotor
reactance only.
1.6.2 Air Gap Length:
 The air gap is one of the two main sources of the low power factor at which
the induction motor operates.
 Too much reduction of air-gap may cause
o Increase in noise, pulsation losses and magnetic pull
o Reduction in over-load capacity
1.6.3 Shapes of both stator and rotor slots and teeth:
 The shapes of rotor teeth and slots affect the reactance, which in turn, affects
the starting current and maximum torque. The induction motors with deeper
slots have more leakage reactance and so less value of starting current,
maximum torque and slip corresponding to maximum torque.
 The slots in the rotor are not always made parallel to the shaft, but are given a
slight twist or skew. The motor noise and vibration, caging and synchronous
cups can be reduced or even eliminated by skewing either the stator or rotor
slots.
Harmonic torques can be reduced by:
o Chording:
o Integral slot winding
o Increasing air-gap length
o Skewing of rotor slots.
1.7 Effects of Operating Conditions
Effects of operating conditions are briefly described below:
1.7.1 Effect of unbalance supply voltage:
An unbalance supply voltage produces a rotating field which will move at
a non-uniform rate and in a non-uniform strength. It provides unbalanced
currents in the stator winding which produce unequal heating.
1.7.2 Effect of Loading:
a) As the load increases, speed falls and consequently torque increases,
till a point is reached when the maximum torque will be developed.
b) If the load is increases further, there is further fall in the speed and the
driving torque decreases and ultimately the rotor comes to standstill.
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1.7.3 Effect of variation in line frequency and line voltage
The variation in supply frequency and supply voltage not only affects the
speed and torque of the motor but also the starting current, full-load current,
starting torque, maximum torque and operating temperature of various parts of
the machine and thus make their operation unsatisfactory.
1.7.4 Effect of brake in one phase:
 When a poly phase  induction motor is in operation and if it’s one phase
breaks, may be due to any reason, the motor will continue to operate single
phase, provided that load does not exceed 57.7 percent of the normal rating,
with about the same temperature rise as when carrying rated load as a 3-phase
induction motor. It will not, however, start single phase but if brought up to
speed by some external means, such as putting on the belt, it will continue to
operate satisfactorily on load below 57.7 percent of rated one.
 A break in one phase of the rotor of a wound-rotor induction motor may
prevent it from starting but if it is brought up to speed before the circuit is
opened, it will operate under reduced load but usually with considerable
vibrations.
1.8 Ratings of 3-Phase Induction Motors
Three-phase induction motors are rated in terms of the following:
a) Power output in KW
b) Speed
c) Voltage
d) Frequency
e) Phase (single or phase)
f) Line current
g) Temperature rise in specified time.
If a motor is designed to be operated on more than one voltage or at more than one
speed by reconnecting the winding, a connection diagram is also given on the name
plate.
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CHAPTER-2
2.1 Production of Rotating Field
When stationary coils, wound for two or three phases, are supplied by two or three-
phase supply respectively, a uniformly-rotating magnetic flux of constant value is produced.
2.1.1 Two-phase supply:
The principle of a two phase, two pole stator having two identical windings, 90 space degrees
apart, is illustrated in figure. The flux due to the current flowing in each phase winding is
assumed sinusoidal and is represented in figure The assumed positive directions of flexes and
those in Figure.
Let 1 and 2 be the instantaneous values of
the fluxes set up by the two windings. The
resultant r at any time is the vector sum of
these two fluxes (1 and 2) at that time. We
will consider conditions at intervals of 1/8th of a
time period .i.e. at interval corresponding to
angles of 0, 45, 90, 135 and 180. It will be
shown that resultant flux r is constant in
magnitude. i.e. equal to m- the maximum flux
due to either phase and is making one
revolution/cycle. In other words, it means that
the resultant flux rotates synchronously.
a. When =0i.e. corresponding to point 0 in Figure. 1=0, but 2 is maximum i.e
equal to m and negative. Hence, resultant flux r=m and being negative is shown
by a vector pointing downwards.
b. When =45 i.e corresponding to point 1 in Figure. At this instant, 1=m/2 and is
positive; 2 =m/2 but is still negative. Their resultant, as shown in figure, is
r=abs(m/2+m/2) =m although this resultant has shifted 45 clockwise.
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c. When =90 i.e corresponding to point 2 in Figure. Here 2=0, but 1=m and is
positive. Hence, r=m and has further shifted by an angle of 45 from its position
in (b) or by 90 from its original position in (a).
d. When =135 i.e corresponding to point 3 in Figure. Here 1=m/2 and is positive,
2=m/2 and is also positive. The resultant r=m and has further shifted
clockwise by another 45, as shown in Figure.
e. When =180 i.e corresponding to point 4. Here, 1=0, but 2=m and is positive.
Hence, r=m and has shifted clockwise by another 45 or has rotated through an
angle through an angle of 180 from its position at the beginning, as shown in Figure.
Hence, we conclude
1. That the magnitude of the resultant flux is constant and is equal to m-the maximum
flex due to either phase.
2. That the resultant flux rotates at synchronous speed given by Ns=120 f/P rpm.
However, it should be clearly understood that in this revolving field, there is no actual
revolution of the flux. The flux due to each phase change periodically, according to the
changes in the phase current, but the magnetic flux itself does not move around the stator. It
is only the seat of the resultant flux which keeps on shifting synchronously around the stator.
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2.1.1.1Mathematical Proof:
Let, 1 =m sint and 2 =m sin (t-90)
  =  + 
 = (m sin t)² + [m sin (t-90)]² =  (sin² t + cos²t) = 
  = m
It shows that the flux is constant value and does not change with time.
2.1.2 Three-phase Supply
In case, when three-phase windings displaced in space by 120, are fed by three-phase
currents, displaced in time by 120, they produce a resultant magnetic flux, which rotates in
space as if actual magnetic poles were
being rotated mechanically.
The principle of a 3-phase, two-pole stator
having three identical windings placed 120
space degrees apart is shown in Figure. The
flux (assumed sinusoidal) due to three-
phase winding.
The assumed positive directions of the
flexes are shown in . Let the maximum
value of flex due to any of the three phases
be m. The resultant flux r, at any instant
is given by the vector sum of the individual
fluxes, 1, 2 and 3 due to three phases.
We will consider values of r at four instants 1/6th time-period apart corresponding to points
marked 0, 1, 2 and 3 in Figure.
a. When =0 i.e corresponding to point 0.
Here 1 = 0, 2 = -3/2m, 3 = 3/2m. The vector for 2 in Figure (i) is drawn
in a direction opposite to the direction assumed positive in Figure .
So, r = 2  3/2m cos 60ᴼ/2 = 33/2m =3/2m.
b. When  = 60 i.e corresponding to point 1 .
Here 1 = 3/2m
2 = - 3/2m
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3 = 0
 r = 23/2 m × cos 30 = 3/2m
It is found that the resultant flux is again 3/2m but has rotated clockwise through an angle
of 60.
c. When  = 120 i.e corresponding to point 2.
Here, 1= 3/2m, 2=0, 3=-3/2m
It can be proved that, r= 3/2m
So, the resultant is again of the same value, bus has further rotated clockwise through
an angle of 60°.
d. When =180 i.e corresponding to point 3.
1=0, 2=3/2m, 3=-3/2m
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The resultant is 3/2m and has rotated clockwise through an additional angle 60° or through
an angle of 180° from the start.
Hence, we conclude that
1. The resultant flux is of constant value=3/2m i.e. 1.5 times the maximum value of
the flux due to any phase.
2. The resultant flux rotates flux rotates around the stator at synchronous speed given
by Ns=120 f/P rpm.
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Fig. shows the graph of the rotating flux in a simple way. As before, the positive directions of
the flux have been shown separately in Fig. Arrows on these flux phasors are reversed when
each phases through zero and becomes negative.
As seen, positions of the resultant flux phasor have been shown at intervals of 60° only. The
resultant flux produces a field rotating in the clockwise direction.
2.1.2.1 Mathematical Proof:
Taking the direction of flux due to phase 1 as reference direction, we have
 = m (cos 0°+j sin 0°) sin t
 = m (cos 240°+j sin 240°) sin (t-120°)
 = m (cos 120°+j sin 120°) sin (t-240°)
Expanding and adding the equations, we get
 =  (sin t +j cos t )=  90°-t
The resultant flux is constant magnitude and does not change with time ‘t’.
2.2 Relation between Torque and Rotor Power Factor:
The torque Ta is proportional to the product
of armature current and flux per pole i.e. aT
a1 . Similarly in the case of an induction
motor, the torque is also proportional to the
product of flux per stator pole and the rotor
current. However, there is one more factor
that has to be taken into account i.e. the
power factor of the rotor.
 cos2IT 
Or, T= K 2cos2 I
Where, 2I = rotor current at standstill
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2 = angle between rotor e.m.f. and rotor current
K= a constant
Denoting rotor e.m.f. and standstill by E 2 ,
We have that 2E .
222 cosIET 
Or, 2221 cosIEKT 
Where 1K is another constant
The effect of rotor power factor
as rotor torque is illustrated for
various values of .2 From the
above expression for torque, it is
clear that as 2 increases (and
hence, cos 2 decrease) the
torque decreases and vice versa.
In the discussion to follow, the
stator flux distribution is
assumed sinusoidal. This
revolving flux induces in each
rotor conductor or bar e.m.f whose value depends on the flux density in which the conductor
is lying at the instant considered (e=Blv volt). Hence, the induced e.m.f. in the rotor is also
sinusoidal.
(i) Rotor assumed Non inductive (or )02
In this case the rotors current 2I is in phase with the e.m.f. E 2 induced in the
rotor. The instantaneous value of the torque action on each rotor conductor in
giving by the product to instantaneous value of the flux and the rotor current (
).12BIF  Hence, torque curve is obtained by plotting the products of the  (or
flux density B) and 2I . It is seen that the torque in always positive i.e.
unidirectional.
(ii) Rotor Assumed Inductive
Here, 2I lags behind E 2 by an angle 2 =tan 1 22 /RX , where 2R = rotor
resistance/ phase;
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2X Rotor reactance/ phase at standstill . It is seen that for a portion `ab’  of the pole pitch,
the torque in negative i.e. reversed. Hence, the total torque within the difference of the
forward and the backward torque is considerably reduced. If 2 090 , then the total torque in
zero because in that came backward and the for the forward torques become equal and
opposite.
2.3 Starting Torque:
The torque developed by the motor at the instant of starting is called starting torque. In some
cases, it is greater than the normal running torque. Whereas in some other cases it is
somewhat less,
Let,     E 2 = rotor e.m.f. per phase at standstill.
2R = rotor resistance /phase at standstill
2X Rotor reactance /phase at standstill.
 22222 XRZ  = rotor impedance/ phase as standstill.
Then, 2I =  22 222 XR
E
Z
E

 2222 2222 XR
E
Z
RCOS


Standstill or starting torque stT = 2221 cosIEK
Or stT =
)22
2
2(
2
)22
2
2(
21 RR
R
XR
EEK



= 2
2
2
2
2
2
21
XR
REK

If supply voltage V is constant, then the flux  and hence, 2E both are constant
stT 2
2
222
2
2
2
22 Z
RK
XR
RK 


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Where 2k is some other constant.
Now , NsK  2
3
1 2
2
2
2
2
2
2,3
XR
RE
sN
Tst 

Where, sN synchronous speed in rps.
2.3.1 Starting Torque of Squirrel Cage Motor:
The resistance of a squirrel cage motor is fixed and small  as compared to its reactance which
is very large  especially at the start because at standstill, the frequency of the rotor currents
equals the supply frequency of the rotor currents equals the supply frequency.
Hence, the staring current 2I of the rotor, through very large in magnitude lags by a very
large angle behind ,2E with the result that the starting torque per ampere is very poor. It is
roughly 1.5 times the full load torque , although the starting current is 5 to 7 times the full
load current. Hence, such motors are not useful where the motor has to start against heavy
loads.
2.3.2 Starting Torque of a slip ring motor:
The starting torque  of such a motor in increased by improving its power factor by adding
internal resistant in the rotor circuit from the star connected rheostat, the rheostat resistance
being progressively cut out as the motor gathers speed. Addition of external resistance
however increase the rotor impedance and so reduces the rotor current. At first, the effect of
improved power factor predominates the current decreasing effect of impedance. Hence,
starting torque is increased. But after a certain point, the effect of increased impedance
predominates the effect of improved power factor and so the torque starts decreasing.
2.3.3 Condition for Maximum Starting Torque:
It can be proved that starting torque is maximum when rotor resistance equals rotor
reactance,
Now, stT = 2
2
2
2
22
XR
RK





 2222
22
2
2
2
2
)2(1
XR
RR
XRKdR
dTST =O
OR, 222222 2RXR 
22 XR 
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2.3.4 Effect of change in supply voltage on starting Torque:
2
2
2
2
2
2
22
XR
REKTST 
Now 2E supply voltage V
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
Z
RVK
XR
RVKTST 
Where 3K is yet another constant. Hence, 2VTST 
Clearly, the torque is very sensitive to any changes in the supply voltage. A chance of 5
percent in supply voltage, for example will produce a change of approximately 10% in the
rotor torque. This fact is of importance in star delta and auto transformer starters.
2.3.5 Rotor E.M.F and Reactance Under Running conditions:
Let, 2E standstill rotor induced e.m.f/ phase.
2X Standstill rotor reactance/phase.
2F Rotor current frequency at standstill.
When rotor is stationary i.e. S=1 the frequency of rotor e.m.f is the same as that of the stator
supply frequency. The value of e.m.f induced in the rotor at standstill is maximum because
the relative speed between the rotor and the revolving stator flux is maximum. In fact, the
motor is equivalent to a 3-phase transformer with a short circuited rotating secondary.
When rotor starts running, the relative speed between it and the rotating stator flux is
decreased . Hence, the rotor induced e.m.f which is directly proportional to this relative
speed, is also decreased. Hence, for a slips, the rotor induced e.m.f will be s times the induced
e.m.f. at standstill.
Therefore, under running conditions 2sEEr 
The frequency of the induced e.m.f will likewise become, 2stf r 
Due to decrease in frequency of the rotor e.m.f. the rotor reactance will decrease.
 2sXX r 
Where rE and rX are rotor   e.m.f.  and reactance under running conditions.
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2.4 Torque Under Running Conditions:
T 2ErIrCos 2cosIrorT
Where Er= rotor e.m.f./phase under running conditions
Er= rotor e.m.f./phase under running conditions
Now Er = 2sE
])([ 2222
2
sXR
sE
Zr
ErIr


])([ 2222
2
2 sXR
RCos


2
2
2
2
22
2
2
2
2
22
)()( sXR
RKQsE
sXR
RsQET  
Also T = )()( 22222
2
2
21 EsXR
RsEK 
Where 1K is another constant. Its value can be
proved to be equal to .2/3 Ns Hence, in that
case, expression for torque becomes.
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
)(2
3
Zr
RsE
NssXR
RSE
NsT  
At standstill when s=1, obviously




 2222
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
21
2
3
XR
RE
NsorXR
REkTst 
Condition for Maximum Torque Under Running Conditions
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2.4.1 Condition for Maximum Torque under running Conditions:
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
12
2
2
2
22
)()( sXR
RsEKsXR
RsEkT 

The condition for maximum torque may be obtained by differentiating the above expression
with respect to slip, s and then putting it equal to zero. However, it is simple to put TY
1
and then differentiate it.
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
22
2
2
2
;2)( REK
X
ESK
R
ds
dy
sEK
sX
sEK
R
RsEK
sXRY 


22
2
2
22
2
22
2
2
2
2
2 sXorRXsorRREK
X
EsK
R 
Hence, torque under running condition is Maximum at that value of the slip s which makes
rotor reactance per phase equal to rotor resistance per phase.
The slip is sometimes written as bS and the maximum torque as bT .
Slip corresponding to maximum torque is s= 22 / XR
Putting 22 sXR  in the above equation for the torque, we get
2
2
2
2
22
2
2
2
22
2
2max22max X
EKorTR
RsEKorXs
XEskT 


 
Substituting value of s= 22 / XR in the other equation giving in above, we get.
 2
2
2
12
2
2
22
2
2
222
1 2)/(
)./(max X
EKXXRR
RXRKT
,2/31 NsK  We have Tmax mNX
E
Ns  2
2
2
2.2
3

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2.5 Relation between Torque and Slip:
A Family of torque/Slip curves for a range of s=o to s=1 with 2R as the parameter. We have
seen that.
)( 222
22
sXR
RsEKT 

It is clear that when S=O, T=O, hence the curve stars from point O.
At normal speeds close to synchronism, the term )( 2sX is small and hence negligible w.r.t.
2R .
2R
ST
or sT if R2 is constant.
Hence, for low values of slip \, the
torque/slip curve is approximately a
straight line. As slip increases (for
increasing load on the motor), the
torque also increases and become
maximum when S= 22 / XR . This
torque is known as ‘pull-out’ or
‘break down’ torque bT or stalling torque. As the Slip farther increases in motor load, then
2R becomes negligible as compared to )( 2SX Therefore, for large Values of slip
SSX
ST 1)( 22

Hence the torque/slip curve is a rectangular hyperbola. So, we see that beyond the point of
maximum torque, any further increase in motor load results in decrease of torque developed
by the month. The result is that the motor slows down and even fully stops. The circuit
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breakers will be tripped open if the circuit has been so protected. In fact the stable operation
of the motor lies between the values of os  and that corresponding to maximum torque.
It is seen that although maximum torque does not depend on 2R , yet the exact location
of Tmax is dependent on it. Greater the 2R greater is the value of slip at which the maximum
torque occurs.
2.5.1 Effect of change in supply voltage on torque and speed:
We know that 2
2
2
2
22
)(sXR
RsEKT 

As VE 2 where V is supply voltage 2sVT
Obviously, torque at any speed is proportional to the square of the applied voltage. Changes
in supply voltage not only affect the starting torque 1st but torque under running conditions
also. If V decreases, then T also decreases. Hence, for maintaining the same torque, slip
increases i.e. speed falls.
Let V change to 1T . S to 1S and T to 1T
Then 211
2
1 VS
SV
T
T 
2.5.2 Effect of changes in supply Frequency on Torque and speed:
Hardly any important changes in frequency take place on a large distribution system except
during a major disturbance. However large frequency changes often take place on isolated,
low power systems in which electric energy is generated by means of such systems are:
emergency supply in a hospital and the electrical system on a slip etc.
The major effect of change in supply frequency is on motor speed. It frequency drops
by 10v. Then motor speed also drops by 10v. Machine tools and other motor driven
equipment meant for 50Hz causer problem when connected to 60Hz Supply. Everything runs
20%100/5050)-(60  faster than normal and this may not be acceptable in all
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applications. In that case, we have to use either gears to reduce motor speed or an expensive
50-Hz Source.
A 50-Hz motor operates well on a 60-Hz ling provided its terminal voltage is raised to
60/50=6/5 (i.e.1207) of the name plate rating. In that case, the new break down torque
becomes equal to original breakdown torque and the staring toque is only slightly reduced.
However power factor efficiency and temperature rise remain satisfactory.
Similarly, a 60-Hz motor can operate satisfactory on 50-Hz Supply provided its
terminal voltage is reduced to 5/6 (i.e.80y) of its name-plate rating.
2.5.3 Full-load Torque and Maximum Torque:
Let fs be the slip corresponding to full load Torque then
2
2
2
2
2
)( XSR
RST
f
f
f  and 22
1max XT 
2
2
2
2
22
)(
2
max XSR
XRS
T
T
f
ff

Dividing both the numerator and the denominator by .22X We get
2222
22
22 2
)/(
/.2
max f
fff
Sa
aS
sfXR
XRs
T
T

where a = 22 / XR resistance/standstill reactance
In general,
22
2
fSa
as

Operating torque at any slip s
Maximum torque
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2.5.4 Starting Torque and Maximum Torque:
2
2
2
2
2
XR
RTSt 
22
1max XT 
22
22
22
2
2
2
2
22
1
2
)/(1
/22
max a
a
XR
XR
XR
XR
T
TSt

Where, a = 
2
2
X
R per phase.Rotor resistancestandstill reactance
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CHAPTER-3
Torque/Speed Curve
3.1 Introduction: The torque developed by a conventional 3-phase motor depends on
its speed but the relation between the two cannot be represented by a simple equation. It is easier to
show the relationship in the form of a curve. In the diagram, T represents the nominal full-load torque
of the motor. As seen, the starting torque (at N=0) is 1.5T and the maximum torque (also called
breakdown torque) is 2.5T.
At full-load, the motor runs at a speed of N. When mechanical load increases, motor speed
decreases till the motor torque again becomes equal to the load torque. As long as the two torques are
in balance, the motor will run at constant (but lower) speed. However, if the load torque exceeds 2.5T,
the motor will suddenly stop.
3.1.2 Shape of Torque/Speed Curve:
For a squirrel-cage induction motor (SCIM), shape of its torque/speed curve depends on the
voltage and frequency applied to its stator. If f is fixed, T∞ V^2  . Also, synchronous speed
depends on the supply frequency. In practice, supply voltage and frequency are varied in the
same proportion in order to maintain a constant flux in the air gap. For example, if voltage is
doubled, then frequency is also doubled. Under these conditions, shape of the  torque/speed
curve mains the same but its position along the X-axis(i.e. speed)shifts with frequency.
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Fig shows the torque/speed curve of an 11kW, 440-V, 60-Hz 3-phase SCIM. As seen, full-
load speed is 1738 rpm and full load torque is 45 N-m (point-A) whereas breakdown torque is
150 N-m and locked rotor torque is 75 N-m.
If we reduce both the voltage and frequency to one-fourth their original values i.e. to 110
V and 15 Hz respectively. As seen in fig the torque/speed curve shifts to the left. Now, the
curve crosses the X-axis at the synchronous speed of 450 rpm. Similarly, if the voltage and
frequency are increased by 50% (660 V 90 Hz), the curve shifts to the right and cuts the X-
axis at synchronous speed of 2700 rpm.
Since, the shape of the torque/speed curve remains the same at all frequencies, it follows
that torque developed by a SCIM is the same whenever slip-speed is the same.
3.1.3 Current/Speed Curve:
It is a V-shaped curve having a minimum value at synchronous speed. This minimum is equal
to the magnetizing current which is needed to create flux in the machine. Since flux is
purposely kept constant, it means that magnetizing current is the same at all synchronous
speeds.
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Fig shows the current/speed curve of the SCIM. As seen, locked rotor current is 100 A and
the corresponding torque is 75 N-m. If stator voltage and frequency are varied in the same
proportion, current/speed curve has the same shape, but shifts along the speed axis. If voltage
and frequency are reduced to one fourth of their previous value i.e. to 110 V,15 Hz
respectively. Then locked rotor current decreases to75 A, but corresponding torque increases
to150 N-m which is equal to full break torque. It means that by reducing frequency, we can
obtain a large torque with a reduced current. This is one of the big advantages of frequency
control method. By progressively increasing the voltage and current during the start-up
period, a SCIM can be made to develop close to its breakdown torque all the way from zero
to rated speed.
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Another advantage of frequency control is that it permits regenerative braking of the
motor. In fact, the main reason for the popularity of frequency controlled induction motor
drives is their ability to develop high torque from zero to full speed together with the
economy of regenerative braking.
3.1.4 Torque/Speed Characteristic Under Load :
Stable operation of an induction
motor lies over the linier portion
of its torque/speed curve. The
slope of this straight line depends
mainly on the rotor resistance.
Higher the resistance, sharper the
slope. The linier relationship
between torque and speed (in fig)
enables us to establish a very
simple equation between different
parameters of an induction motor.
The parameters under two
different load conditions are
related by the equation
s2= s1. T2/T1 .R2/R1.(V1/V2)²
The only restriction in applying the above equation is that the new torque T2 must not be
greater than T1(V2/V1)².  In that case, the above equation yields an accuracy of better than 5%
which is sufficient for all practical purposes.
3.2 Plugging of an Induction Motor:
An induction motor can quickly stopped by simply inter-changing any of its two stator leads.
It reverses the direction of the revolving flux which produces a torque in the reverse
direction, thus applying brake on the motor. Obviously, during this so-called plugging period,
the motor acts as a brake. It absorbs kinetic energy from the still revolving load causing its
speed to fall. The associated Power Pm is dissipated as heat in the rotor. At the same time, the
rotor also continues to receive power P2 from the stator which is also dissipated as heat.
Consequently, plugging produces rotor I²R losses which even exceed those when the rotor is
locked.
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3.3 Induction Motor Operation as a Generator:
When runs as a generator run faster than synchronous speed, an induction motor called a
Induction Generator. It converts mechanical energy it receives into electrical energy and this
energy is released by the stator. Fig shows an ordinary squirrel-cage motor which is driven a
petrol engine and is connected to a 3-phase line. As soon as motor speed exceeds its
synchronous speed, it starts delivering active power P to the 3-phase line. However, for
creating its own magnetic field, it absorbs reactive power Q from the line to which it is
connected. As seen, Q flows in the opposite direction to P.
The active power is directly proportional to the slip above the synchronous speed. The
reactive power required by machine can also be supplied by a group of capacitors connected
across its terminals. This arrangement can be used to supply a 3-phase load without using an
external source. The frequency generated is slightly less than that corresponding to the speed
of rotation.
The terminal voltage increases capacitance. If capacitance is insufficient, the generator
voltage will not build up. Hence, capacitor bank must be large enough to supply the reactive
power normally drawn by the motor.
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3.4 Complete Torque/Speed Curve of a Three-Phase Machine:
We know that a 3-phase machine can be run as a motor, when it takes electric power and
supplies mechanical power. The directions of torque and rotor rotation are in the same
direction. The same machine can be used as asynchronous generator when driven at a speed
greater than the synchronous speed. In this case, it receives mechanical energy in the rotor
and supplies electrical energy from the stator. The torque and speed are oppositely-directed.
The same machine can also be used as a brake during the plugging period.  The three
modes of operation are depicted in the torque/speed curve shown in fig.
3.5 Measurement of Slip:
Following are some of the methods used for finding the slip if an induction motor whether
squirrel-cage or slip ring type.
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i. By actual measurement of motor speed:
This method requires measurement of actual motor speed N and calculation of
synchronous speed Ns. N is measured with the help of a speedometer and Ns calculated from
the knowledge of supply frequency and the number of poles of the motor then slip can be
calculated by using the equation.
s = (Ns-N) × 100/Ns
ii. By comparing rotor and stator supply frequencies:
This method is based on the fact that s = fr/f
Since f is generally known, s can be
found if frequency of rotor current can be
measured by some method. In the usual
case, where f is 50hz, fr is so low that
individual cycle can be easily counted.
For this purpose, a. d.c. moving –coil
milli voltmeter, preferably of center-zero,
is employed as described below:
a) In the case of a slip-ring motor,
the leads of the millivoltmeter are lightly pressed against the adjacent slip-rings as
they revolve in figure. Usually, there is sufficient voltage in the brushes and their
short circuiting strap to provide an indication on the millivoltmeter. The current is the
millivoltmeter follows the variations of the rotor current and hence the pointer
oscillates about its mean zero position. The number of complete cycles made by the
pointer per second can be easily counted (it is worth remembering that one cycle
consists of a movement from zero to a maximum to the right , back to zero and on to a
maximum to the left and then back to zero).
b) For squirrel case motors (which do not have slip-rings) it is not possible to employ the
millivoltmeter so directly, although it is sometimes possible to pick up some voltage
by connecting the millivoltmeter across the ends of the motor shaft.
iii. By Stroboscopic Method:
In this method, circular metallic disc is taken and painted with alternately black and white
segments. The number of segments (both black and white is equal to the number of poles of
the motor. For a 6-pole motor, there will be six segments, three black and three white, as
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shown in figure. The painted disc is mounted on the end of the shaft and illuminated by
means of a neon–filled stroboscopic lamp, which may be supplied preferably with a
combined d.c and a.c supply although only a.c supply will do. The connections for combined
supply are shown in figure whereas another figure shows the connection for a.c supply only.
It must be noted that with combined d.c and a.c supply, the lamp will flash once per cycle.
But with a.c supply, it will twice per cycle.)
Consider the case when the revolving disc is seen in the flash light of the bulb which is fed by
combined d.c and a.c supply.
If the disc where to rotate at synchronous speed, it would appear to be stationary. Since, in
actual practice, its speed is slightly less than the synchronous speed, it appears to rotate
slowly backwards. The reason for this apparent backward movement is as follows:
Let figure represent the position of the white lines when they are illuminated by the first
flash. When the next flash comes, they have nearly reached positions 120° ahead (but not
quite), as shown in figure. Hence, line number 1 has almost reached the position previously
occupied by line no. 2 and one flash still later, it has nearly reached the position previously
occupied by line no.3 in figure shown.
By counting the number of lines passing  a fixed point in , say, a minute and diving by the
number of lines seen (i.e three in the case of a 6-pole motor and so on) the apparent backward
speed in rpm can be found. This gives slip-speed in rpm i.e Ns-N. The slip may be found from
the relation, s = (Ns-N)/ Ns × 10
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3.6 Power Stages in an Induction Motor:
Stator iron loss (consisting of eddy and hysteresis losses) depends on the supply frequency
and the flux density in the iron core. It is practically constant. The iron loss of the rotor is,
however, negligible because frequency of rotor currents under normal running conditions is
always small. Total rotor Cu loss = 3I2²R2.
Different stages of power development in an induction motor are as under:
3.7 Torque Developed by an Induction Motor:
An induct ion motor develops gross total torque Tg due to gross rotor output Pm. Its value
can be expressed either in terms of rotor input P2 or rotor gross output Pm as given below.
Tg = P2/ωs =  P2/ 2πNs …………….in  terms of rotor input
Tg = Pm/ω =  Pm/ 2πN
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The shaft torque  Tsh is due to output  power Pout which is less than  Pm  because of
rotor friction and windage losses.
Tsh = Pout/ω =  Pout/ 2πN
The different between Tg and Tsh equals the torque lost due to  friction and windage
loss in the motor.
3.8 Equivalent Circuit of an Induction Motor:
In an induction motor the secondary values may be transferred to the primary and
vice versa like transformer. When shifting impedance or resistance from secondary to
primary, it should be divided by K² whereas current should be multiplied by K. The
equivalent circuit of an induction motor where all values have been referred to
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As shown in fig, the exciting circuit may be transferred to the left, because
inaccuracy involved is negligible but the circuit and hence the circulations are very much
simplified. This is known as the approximate equivalent circuit of the induction motor.
If transformation ratio is assumed unity i.e..  E2/E1 = 1, then the equivalent
circuit is as shown in fig
CHAPTER-4
Design Procedure
4.1 MATLAB Program:
MATLAB is a high-level technical computing language and interactive environment for
algorithm development, data visualization, data analysis, and numeric computation. By using
the MATLAB product to solve technical computing problems faster than with traditional
programming languages, such as C, C++, and FORTRAN.
MATLAB is a wide range of applications, including signal and image processing,
communications, control design, test and measurement, financial modeling and analysis, and
computational biology. Add-on toolboxes (collections of special-purpose MATLAB
functions, available separately) extend the MATLAB environment to solve particular classes
of problems in these application areas.
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Relation between Torque and Slip
Matlab Coding:
clc
clear all
X2=4;
E2=0.8*254;
s=.05;
f=50;
K1=3/(2*pi*25);
for Rext=0:.2:.4
R2=0.4+Rext;
k=1;
for s=1:-.0001:0
Z2=R2^2+(s*X2)^2;
T(k)=(K1*s*E2^2*R2)/Z2;
SS(k)=s;
k=k+1;
end
plot(SS,T)
hold on
end
Xlabel('Slip')
Ylabel('Torque')
Output Figure:
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Torque Vs Speed Curve
Matlab Coding:
clc
clear
R2=0.4;
E2=0.8*254;
X2=4;
S=0.05;
f=50;
Ns=1500;
k1=3/(2*pi*25);
m=1;
for s=1:-0.0001:0
Z2=R2^2+(s*X2)^2;
T(m)=(k1*s*E2^2*R2)/Z2;
N(m)=Ns/(1+s);
m=m+1;
end
plot(N,T)
grid on
Xlabel('Rotational Speed,%')
Ylabel('Torque')
Output Figure:
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Production Of Magnetising Current
Matlab Coding:
clc
clear
R2=0.1;
X2=0.9;
Ns=1500;
s=0.4;
f=15;
E2=110;
M1=3/(2*pi*50)
K=1;
for N=-450:1:450:3600
s=(Ns-N)/Ns;
Z2=abs(R2+j*s*X2);
I2(K)=(s*E2)/Z2;
NN(K)=N;
K=(K+1);
end
plot(NN,I2)
grid on
Xlabel('Speed')
Ylabel('Current')
Output Figure:
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Current Vs speed Curve of an Induction Motor
Matlab Coding:
clc
clear
R2=0.1;
X2=0.9;
f=50;
E2=110;
K=1;
M1=3/(2*pi*50);
for N=450:1800
Ns=450;
s=(N-Ns)/N;
Z2=abs(R2+j*s*X2);
I2(K)=(s*E2)/Z2;
NN(K)=N;
K=K+1;
end
for N=-350:450
Ns=450;
s=(Ns-N)/Ns;
Z2=abs(R2+j*s*X2);
T(K)=(M1*s*E2*R2)/Z2;
I2(K)=(s*E2)/Z2;
NN(K)=N;
K=K+1;
end
plot(NN,I2)
hold on
grid on
Xlabel('NN')
Ylabel('I2')
Output Figure:
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Current Vs speed Curve of an Induction Motor (Lock rotor)
Matlab coding:
clc
clear
R2=0.1;
X2=0.9;
f=50;
E2=110;
K=1;
M1=3/(2*pi*50);
for N=-350:1800
Ns=1800;
s=(Ns-N)/Ns;
Z2=abs(R2+j*s*X2);
I2(K)=(s*E2)/Z2;
NN(K)=N;
K=K+1;
end
for N=-350:450
Ns=450;
s=(Ns-N)/Ns;
Z2=abs(R2+j*s*X2);
T(K)=(M1*s*E2*R2)/Z2;
I2(K)=(s*E2)/Z2;
NN(K)=N;
K=K+1;
end
plot(NN,I2)
hold on
grid on
Xlabel('Speed r.p.m')
Ylabel('Stator Current')
Output Figure:
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